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Case Study Notes for the HCF Bow Tie Workshop 05 Nov 2015 
 

1. The site is a Liquid Chemicals bulk storage and blending Facility located by the side of the Humber Estuary 

and has a series of 2 x 4 above ground Mild steel tanks within 2 separate concrete bunds. Each tank has a 

working capacity of 5000 M3 and the bunds are adequately sized to EA Containment Policy Score Card 

guidance. The chemicals are compatible and will not react if mixed accidentally in both the bunds.   

2. Bulk chemicals are supplied and stored in these tanks via road tankers from the Humber Terminal and 

have a flashpoint of 30 C  and are environmentally toxic . These would cause severe 

pollution if released to the waters. They are not toxic or corrosive according to the CLP Classification 

criteria. These properties bring the site into the scope of COMAH 2015 as an Upper Tier installation. 

3. Site drains are split into surface drains which go to the estuary via an interceptor and foul drains which go 

to the on-site sewage treatment plant and then into Water Authority sewers under a consent to discharge 

permit. 

4. There is no firefighting provision on the bulk tanks or the bunds and the site relies on Fire Rescue Service 

attendance. Site operates from 6 AM to 10 PM in two shift patterns Monday to Friday. There is no on site 

security presence after working hours. There is CCTV monitoring by external Party who would call out the 

Duty Manage on the weekly rota. 

 

Various steps in conducting the Bow Tie analysis are: to identify the hazard, top event, threats, barriers 

(controls) and consequences. 

5. It is suggested that storage of bulk hazardous chemicals is agreed as the hazard to consider for this case 

study. 

6. Secondly, loss of containment is the Top Event for this study. 

7. Threats & consequences are identified in the next slide. Discuss amongst your groups what possible 

preventive barriers & escalation factors can be thought of on the LHS and the recovery or mitigatory 

barriers & escalation factors on the RHS  

8. Threats  

1. Internal corrosion 

2. External Corrosion 

3. Lack of Maintenance 

4. Tanker structural failure 

5. Asset Impact by site vehicle 

9. Consequences 

1. Pool or tanker wagon fire 

2. Major Accident to the Environment (MATTE) 

3. Reputation loss and/ or Regulatory action 

4. Claims/ increase in insurance costs 

 


